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61 Bacterial luciferase catalyzes a bioluminescent reaction by oxidizing long chain aldehydes 

62 to acids using reduced FMN and oxygen as co-substrates. Although a flavin C4a-peroxide anion 

63 is postulated to be the intermediate reacting with aldehyde prior to light liberation, no clear 

64 identification of the protonation status of this intermediate has been reported. Here, transient 

65 kinetics, pH-variation, and site-directed mutagenesis were employed to probe the protonation state 

66 of the flavin C4a-hydroperoxide in bacterial luciferase. The first observed intermediate, with a 

67 max of 385 nm, transformed to an intermediate with a max of 375 nm. Spectra of the first observed 

68 intermediate were pH dependent, with a max of 385 nm at pH < 8.5 and 375 at pH > 9, correlating 

69 with a pKa of 7.7 – 8.1. These data are consistent with the first observed flavin C4a-intermediate 

70 at pH < 8.5 being the protonated flavin C4a-hydroperoxide, which loses a proton to become an 

71 active flavin C4a-peroxide. Stopped-flow studies of His44Ala, His44Asp, and His44Asn variants 

72 showed only a single intermediate with a max of 385 nm at all pH values, and none of these variants 

73 generate light. These data indicate that His44 variants only form a flavin C4a-hydroperoxide, but 

74 not an active flavin C4a-peroxide, indicating an essential role for His44 in deprotonating the flavin 

75 C4a-hydroperoxide and initiating chemical catalysis. We also investigated the function of the 

76 adjacent His45; stopped-flow data and molecular dynamics simulations identify the role of this 

77 residue in binding reduced FMN. 

78

79

80

81

82

83 Introduction

84 Bacterial luciferase (Lux) is the only known flavin-dependent monooxygenase capable of 

85 generating light. Lux reactions catalyze the oxidation of long chain aldehydes to corresponding 

86 acids using oxygen and reduced FMN and produce light with approximately 16% quantum yield 

87 [1-2]. Such bioluminescence has long been used for sensitive detection tools in biomedical, food, 

88 and environmental applications [3-4]. Among the characterized bioluminescent systems, Lux and 

89 fungi luciferases are the only such systems that all genes related to substrate re-generation are 

90 known [5-7]. This makes Lux system attractive for biomedical applications because by 

91 introducing the whole cassette of luxCDABEG genes into heterologous cell targets, it is possible 
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92 to generate autoluminous cells resulting in potentially real-time monitoring and in vivo bio-

93 imaging [8-9]. Recently, directed evolution has been used to improve the light brightness of the 

94 lux operon (7-fold brightness increase compared to the native operon), which could achieve 

95 single-cell detection levels demonstrated in both bacterial and mammalian cells [10-11]. 

96 Lux is a heterodimeric enzyme consisting of α- and β-subunits encoded by luxA and luxB 

97 genes in the lux operon, respectively. The α-subunit is the major site for catalysis while the β-

98 subunit is thought to be required for supporting proper protein folding of the α-subunit into its 

99 active form. Crystal structures and functional analysis of Lux have confirmed the active site to be 

100 in the α-subunit [12-14]. Lux belongs to the class C of flavin-dependent monooxygenases that 

101 catalyzes incorporation of a single atom of oxygen into aldehyde to form the corresponding acid 

102 using the reactive flavin intermediate, flavin C4a-hydroperoxide (flavin C4a-OOH) [15-18]. The 

103 flavin reductase, encoded by luxG, catalyzes the reduction of FMN by NADH, and the resulting 

104 reduced FMN is transferred to Lux. Because the N1 of the reduced flavin ring has pKa of 6.7, 

105 reduced FMN is represented as an anionic reduced flavin form, FMNH–, which is the form that 

106 reacts with oxygen [19]. The binary complex of Lux:FMNH– reacts with oxygen to initially 

107 generate the flavin C4a-OOH intermediate. Current thinking is that the active flavin C4a-

108 peroxide (flavin C4a-OO–) intermediate reacts with aldehyde to form a flavin C4a-hemiacetal 

109 adduct. The O–O bond then breaks to produce the acid and an excited state of the C4a-

110 hydroxyflavin that liberates light as it relaxes to the ground state (Scheme I) [20-22].

111 Because the protonation status of the flavin C4a-OOH is likely to be a major factor for 

112 determining whether it will act as an electrophile or a nucleophile [17, 23-24], understanding the 

113 protonation status of intermediates at various stages of catalysis is important for understanding 

114 the mechanism of oxygen transfer and would be useful for future enzyme engineering to fine 

115 tune desired activities.  Flavin-dependent monooxygenases that transfer a –OH to nucleophilic 

116 phenolic substrates use an electrophilic protonated flavin C4a-OOH [25-26]. Baeyer–Villiger 

117 monooxygenases (BVMOs) (and likely Lux) use the more nucleophilic deprotonated flavin C4a-

118 OO–  to attack and ultimately incorporate oxygen into the substrate [27-28]. Although for Lux it 

119 is generally proposed that the flavin C4a-OO– is involved in a nucleophilic attack of the 

120 aldehyde, identification of the protonation status of Lux intermediates has never been reported. It 

121 was not clear if flavin C4a-OOH first forms before deprotonation occurs to result in the flavin 

122 C4a-OO–   or if the enzyme directly forms flavin C4a-OO–. For the oxygenase component of p-
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123 hydroxyphenylacetate hydroxylase (C2) in which a flavin C4a-OOH is required to act as an 

124 electrophile, experimental and computational results indicate that a flavin C4a-OOH is the first 

125 intermediate to form. The reduced flavin reacts with molecular oxygen via a concerted process of 

126 proton coupled electron transfer to initially generate a radical pair of the flavin semiquinone and 

127 a protonated superoxide anion, which then collapses to form the flavin C4a-OOH adduct [29-30]. 

128 A similar proton-coupled electron transfer process to generate the flavin C4a-OOH was also 

129 observed in the reaction of pyranose 2-oxidase (P2O), an oxidase that can form flavin C4a-OOH 

130 [31]. In both enzymes, the active site His located close to the C4a-position of the flavin ring (ca. 

131 4.5-4.6 Å) [32] is the key residue that provides a proton for the proton-coupled electron transfer 

132 process to generate the flavin C4a-OOH intermediate. Based on the active site architecture of 

133 Lux, two active site His residues (His44 and His45) are located close to the pyrimidine moiety 

134 on the si-side of the isoalloxazine ring (~7.5 Å to C4a-position, in the case of His44) (Figure 1A) 

135 [12]. Recently, by using computational calculations, Luo and Liu (2018) [33] have proposed that 

136 the flavin C4a-OOH formation in Lux also proceeds via a proton-coupled electron transfer 

137 mechanism, in which His44 is the proton provider. It is possible that a flavin C4a-OOH is the 

138 first species to form before it deprotonates to form flavin the C4a-OO–  that nucleophilically 

139 attacks the aldehyde. However, none of the experimental results has assigned the protonation 

140 forms of this intermediate in Lux. 

141 For the reactions of the Baeyer-Villiger enzyme, cyclohexanone monooxygenase (CHMO), in 

142 which flavin C4a-OO–  is required to act as a nucleophile, stopped-flow experiments performed 

143 at various pH values were used to probe the protonation status of flavin intermediates. Results 

144 indicated that the flavin C4a-OO– was the first intermediate to form in the CHMO reaction, and 

145 this intermediate was also identified as the one incorporating an oxygen atom into 

146 cyclohexanone [34]. For another BVMO, phenylacetone monooxygenase, the H-bonding 

147 interactions between NAD(P)H and the guanidinium group of the active site Arg with the flavin 

148 isoalloxazine N5 position were proposed to be important for stabilizing the flavin C4a-OO– [28, 

149 35]. There was also a report from studies of phenylacetone monooxygenase from Thermobifida 

150 fusca of a mutation of a residue (Cys65) nearby the flavin ring that resulted in converting this 

151 BVMO to an NADPH oxidase. Alteration from Cys65 to Asp resulted in a different side chain 

152 orientation that caused steric hindrance, thus preventing oxygenation and favoring decay of the 

153 intermediate into oxidized flavin and H2O2 [36]. For the Lux reaction, the factor controlling the 
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154 intermediate protonation status is currently unknown. Previous site-directed mutagenesis studies 

155 of His44 and His45 in Lux from V. harveyi reported that bioluminescence levels of His44Ala and 

156 His45Ala variants were 6-7 orders of magnitude less than that of the wild-type enzyme [37-39]. 

157 Although it was concluded that these His44 and His45 residues should be important for the 

158 generation of light-emitting species, the exact functional roles of these residues are not fully 

159 understood. Understanding how His44 and His45 are important for the reaction catalyzed by Lux 

160 would be useful for future optimization and engineering of Lux. 

161 In this study, to better assign the protonation status of intermediates, transient kinetics 

162 studies of the Lux reaction were carried out to identify changes in the spectral properties of flavin 

163 intermediates as a function of pH. Stopped-flow data from the reaction of O2 with FMNH– in 

164 complex with Lux indicate that the flavin C4a-OOH is the first species observed while the flavin 

165 C4a-OO– forms later. Similar experiments showed that His44 variants cannot generate light-

166 emitting species and that the flavin C4a-OOH formed in these variants remained protonated 

167 without forming flavin C4a-OO– at most of pH values investigated. The His45 variants cannot 

168 bind FMNH–  effectively, and this property was corroborated by results of MD simulations. This 

169 is the first identification of mechanistic control of the protonation state of flavin intermediates in 

170 a nucleophilic flavin-dependent monooxygenase. 

171

172

173

174

175 Results

176 Reaction of the wild-type Lux:FMNH– complex with oxygen at various pH values: 

177 identification of the  pKa associated with the flavin C4a-OOH 

178 It is not known if after reacting the reduced enzyme bound FMNH– with O2 the first species 

179 formed is the flavin C4a-OOH or the flavin C4a-OO–. If it is the former, removal of a proton would 

180 be required to yield the flavin C4a-OO–, which is required for the subsequent reaction with the 

181 aldehyde substrate. To distinguish these possibilities, the reactions of wild-type Lux:FMNH– with 

182 oxygen at various pH values were investigated using transient kinetics methods to identify 

183 spectroscopic changes attributable to deprotonation or protonation of the intermediate flavin–

184 oxygen species. An anaerobic solution containing 18 μM FMNH– and 80 μM wild-type Lux was 
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185 mixed with buffers containing 0.13 mM O2 at various pH values (concentrations after mixing). 

186 The reaction was monitored by the absorbance changes at 380 nm and 446 nm to detect the 

187 formation of flavin C4a-OOH and oxidized flavin, respectively. Reactions at all pH values 

188 investigated showed three phases of flavin C4a-OOH intermediate formation (Figure 1B) with the 

189 characteristics being dependent on pH. At low pH (pH 6-7.5), the first phase (dead time to 0.01 s) 

190 showed a rapid increase of absorbance at 380 nm, while the second (0.01-0.2 s) and third phases 

191 (0.2-10 s) showed only a small absorbance increase and decrease, respectively. At higher pH (8.0-

192 9.5), the first phase (dead time to 0.02 s) was also an increase of absorbance at 380 nm as found in 

193 the reactions at low pH, but the magnitudes were greater. The second (0.02-0.04 s) and third phases 

194 (0.04-10 s) showed small increase and decrease of absorbance 380 nm. When the same reaction 

195 was monitored at 446 nm, there was no significant change in absorbance, even up to 100 s (data 

196 not shown), indicating no formation of oxidized FMN. 

197 When observed rate constants (kobs) were calculated, the kobs of the first phase was in range 

198 of 350-450 s-1. The reaction at higher pH values appeared to start at a higher absorbance levels 

199 (Figure 1B), probably because the reaction proceeds slightly faster at higher pHs, so that more of 

200 the oxygen reaction proceeded during the dead-time period than at lower pH. As no significant 

201 change of absorbance at 446 nm was observed during the first 5 s, it can be concluded that the 

202 detected intermediate did not eliminate H2O2 from the flavin C4a-OOH to form oxidized FMN 

203 (Scheme I). To confirm that the first phase is due to the direct oxygen reaction, the reaction of 

204 Lux:FMNH– and oxygen at pH 7.0 was carried out with various oxygen concentrations. The only 

205 rate constants that were dependent on oxygen concentrations were those of the first phase with the 

206 second-order rate constant of 2 x 106 M-1s-1; the second and third phases were not dependent on 

207 oxygen concentration (Supplementary Figure S1).  The data imply that the first phase is a bi-

208 molecular reaction of enzyme-bound reduced flavin and oxygen to form the flavin C4a-OOH. 

209 Therefore, referring to the pH-dependent experiment, we speculated that after the first intermediate 

210 was formed, the second phase was due to the pH-dependent deprotonation of the C4a-intermediate, 

211 resulting in a small increase in absorbance at 380 nm. At high pH, the first and second phases 

212 appear to merge. A plot of the absorbance change at 380 nm due to the first phase by 0.01s versus 

213 pH was sigmoidal and associated with a pKa of 7.70.2 (Figure 1C).

214
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215 Determination of flavin C4a-OOH intermediate spectra at various pH values: assignment 

216 of flavin C4a-OOH as the first intermediate formed in the Lux reaction.

217 To identify the spectral characteristics of the putative flavin C4a-OOH and C4a-OO– 

218 intermediates, stopped-flow experiments were performed as described in the previous section but 

219 using a diode-array detector. Reactions were carried out by mixing a solution of Lux in 10 mM 

220 sodium phosphate pH 7 with an air saturated solution of 100 mM buffer at various pH values. At 

221 pH 7.08 (pH after mixing), the first intermediate spectrum detected at 0.005 s had a max of 385 

222 nm. This intermediate converted into a second species with a max of 375 nm within 1 s (Figure 

223 2A). This time frame is consistent with the second and third phases shown in Figure 1B. When the 

224 experiment was carried out at a final pH of 9.8, the first detected spectrum at 0.005 s had a max  

225 of ~ 375 nm (data not shown). As the pH varied from pH 6.2 to 9.8 the max of intermediate spectra 

226 observed at 0.01 s shifted from 385 nm to ~375 nm (Figure 2B). These data suggest that the 

227 intermediate with a max of 385 nm observed at low pH is associated with the protonated form, 

228 flavin C4a-OOH, and the intermediate with a max of 375 nm found at high pH is associated with 

229 the deprotonated form. Thus, the first observed intermediate in the Lux reaction is most likely the 

230 flavin C4a-OOH, which then deprotonates to form the flavin C4a-OO–. No distinct fluorescence 

231 signal could be detected during the time period of converting flavin C4a-OOH to C4a-OO– (0.001-

232 1 s) (data not shown).

233 The dependence on pH of the intermediate spectra at 0.01 s yields an apparent pKa of 8.1 

234  0.2 (Inset of Figure 2B). This value agrees well with the apparent pKa value calculated from the 

235 dependence on pH of the amplitude change of the first phase at 0.01 s monitored at 380 nm (Figure 

236 1C), indicating that the pKa values calculated from the two experiments are due to the same species 

237 and are associated with the protonation state of the flavin C4a-OOH intermediate. 

238

239 Identification of species required for light emission.

240 Reactions of Lux:FMNH– and oxygen at pH 8.0 in the presence of aldehyde (C10) were carried 

241 out to test whether the first intermediate with max of 385 nm (presumably flavin C4a-OOH) could 

242 directly lead to light emission. Flavin C4a-OOH -in principle- is not expected to nucleophilically 

243 attack the aldehyde to form the corresponding acid and the excited state of the C4a-hydroxyflavin, 

244 the species that is thought to emit light. Figure 3 shows that at all pH values, no luminescence was 

245 produced until after the first intermediate had converted into the second intermediate (by about 0.1 
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246 s), presumably from the change of flavin C4a-OOH to the flavin C4a-OO–. It is speculated that in 

247 the time frame of 0.1 to 1.0 s, corresponding to the third phase of absorbance change at 380 nm 

248 (blue line in Figure 3), as flavin C4a-COO– is progressively generated, reaction with aldehyde 

249 generates the C4a-peroxyhemiacetal required for light generation reaction and possibly a small 

250 quantity of the excited state of the C4a-hydroxyflavin is generated. The latter species seems to 

251 continue to form until ~25 s, corresponding to the maximum intensity of light emission and to the 

252 formation of decanoic acid. It should be pointed out that the integrated light emission occurring 

253 between 0.1 and 1.0 s is extremely small compared to that occurring from about 10 to 400 s. The 

254 logarithmic x-axis visually emphasizes the early portion of light emission. All the above results 

255 are consistent with the first intermediate being the flavin C4a-OOH and the second intermediate 

256 as the flavin C4a-OO–
, and that the latter is the species reacting with the aldehyde to eventually 

257 form the acid and the light emitting species. 

258 The pH dependence of total light emission had a bell-shaped profile (Supplementary 

259 Figure S2) with an optimum near pH 7. There is an apparent pKa of ~ 5.2 for a group required to 

260 be deprotonated for efficient light emission and a pKa of ~ 8.6 for further deprotonation resulting 

261 in decreased light emission. The observed apparent pKa could be due to the Baeyer-Villiger step 

262 of attacking the aldehyde or to the generate of the acid product to form the excited state of the C4a-

263 hydroxyflavin or to other factors such as change of protein structure at very low and high pH-

264 values. And light emission efficiency might not be related to the observed pKa of the terminal 

265 peroxy group of flavin C4a-OOH intermediate. 

266 Identification of His44 as an important residue for generating flavin intermediates 

267 required for light emission. 

268 A recent computational investigation of the oxygen activation mechanisms in Lux 

269 predicted that the His44 residue nearby the C4a-position serves as a strategic proton donor, 

270 allowing formation of the flavin C4a-OOH in the active sites [33]. We therefore tested whether 

271 the active site His in Lux indeed also facilitates the formation and controls the protonation state of 

272 the flavin C4a-OOH. Two His residues, His44 and His45, were identified to be located close to 

273 the C4a-position of FMN (Figure 1A). We constructed His44 and His45 variants, replacing them 

274 with Ala, Asn, and Asp and compared their bioluminescence activities with those of the wild-type 

275 enzyme. The assay reaction was performed using the C1 flavin reductase to continuously generate 

276 FMNH–  as a substrate for Lux [21-22]. All variants exhibited very low bioluminescence and could 
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277 be classified as dim phenotypes (Table 1). Stopped-flow experiments of the reaction of O2 with 

278 the reduced forms of the His44 variants (His44Ala, His44Asn, and His44Asp) were carried out as 

279 those for the wild-type enzyme described in Figure 1B. All of the variants could form the flavin 

280 C4a-OOH, as the increase of the absorbance 380 nm could be clearly detected. However, the 

281 kinetics of formation of the intermediates in the variants was distinctively different from that of 

282 the wild-type enzyme.  Only a single somewhat slower phase of flavin C4a-OOH formation was 

283 observed. In contrast to the behavior of the wild-type enzyme, the kinetics and spectral 

284 characteristics of the intermediate had very little dependence on the reaction pH (Figure 4) over 

285 the range 6-10.6, indicating that the intermediate formed did not change in protonation state. 

286 The above data suggest that the oxygen reaction of His44Ala forms the flavin C4a-OOH 

287 without subsequent deprotonation. The observed rate constant for formation of the intermediate at 

288 130 M O2 was around 68-70 s-1 at pH 7.0 and dependent on oxygen concentrations in a second-

289 order fashion (Figure 4A and Supplementary Figure S3). A second order rate constant of ~ 0.2 x 

290 106 M-1sec-1 was calculated, about 10% of that for wild type Lux. The intermediate spectrum of 

291 His44Ala at 0.005 s had a max of 385 nm; no changes of the spectra were observed as the reaction 

292 progressed until after ~1 s at any of pH values investigated (Figure 4B and C). The spectral 

293 characteristics of the intermediate in His44Ala are very similar to those of the flavin C4a-OOH 

294 species in wild-type Lux (Figure 2B at low pH), consistent with His44Ala Lux only forming the 

295 flavin C4a-OOH, which remains protonated throughout the reaction. Because the flavin C4a-OOH 

296 generated is not a sufficiently strong nucleophile to react with an aldehyde substrate, it cannot form 

297 the acid and the excited state C4a-hydroxyflavin intermediate, and thus, His44Ala exhibits a dim 

298 phenotype (Table 1). When the same experiments were carried out with the His44Asn and 

299 His44Asp variants, similar spectral intermediates with max values of 385 nm were found, and the 

300 spectra remained nearly stable at all pH values with max  only slightly shifting to ~380 nm at pH 

301 9-10.5 (Supplementary Figure S4 and S5). These results indicate that the three His44 variants, 

302 especially His44Ala only form the flavin C4a-OOH as an intermediate in the reaction of their 

303 reduced forms with O2. 

304

305 Rate of H2O2 elimination as an indicator to identify the flavin C4a-OOH protonation status 

306 Previous results with P2O and C2 indicated that proper interactions between the N5 position 

307 of the flavin C4a-OOH intermediate and active site residues are important for stabilizing the flavin 
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308 C4a-OOH [31, 40-41]. In these enzymes, in which the flavin C4a-OOH is quite stable, increasing 

309 pH increases the rate of H2O2 elimination, suggesting that the protonated form is more stable than 

310 the peroxide form [31, 42-43]. However, as shown in Figure 1B, the flavin C4a-OOH in the wild-

311 type Lux can be deprotonated, and the resulting species is quite stable (Scheme II). Figure 5 shows 

312 results from measurements of the decay of the C4a-intermediate as monitored by the absorbance 

313 at 446 nm, which indicates the formation of oxidized FMN.  With wild-type Lux, increasing the 

314 pH from 6.5 to 9 actually results in slower decay of the intermediate.  However, when the reaction 

315 pH was above pH 9, the rate of H2O2 elimination increased significantly (data not shown). This 

316 might be due to partial enzyme denaturation, causing release of the flavin intermediate, so the 

317 flavin would become exposed to solvent where H2O2 is rapidly eliminated. 

318 The elimination of H2O2 from the intermediates of the His44 variants (His44Ala, His44Asn 

319 and His44Asp) had different pH-rate profiles from those of wild-type Lux. Increasing the pH led 

320 to increasing rates of H2O2 elimination from these variants, analogous to those reported for C2 and 

321 P2O reactions mentioned above. It suggests that the flavin C4a-OO– formed in the wild-type Lux 

322 is more stable than the flavin C4a-OOH of the variants. Furthermore, it is likely that these variant 

323 proteins are somewhat less structurally stable than the wild-type and that they might expose the 

324 flavin C4a-OOH to solvent at higher pH more readily than does wild- type. This would lead to a 

325 more rapid formation of oxidized FMN.

326

327 Reaction of the His45Ala variant with oxygen: His45 is important for FMNH– binding

328 When the reaction of the His45Ala:FMNH– complex was mixed with an oxygen (air-saturated) 

329 containing solution and  monitored at 380 and 446 nm, kinetic traces at both wavelengths showed 

330 no evidence of a flavin C4a-OOH intermediate forming but only an autocatalytic increase of 

331 absorbance that was complete by ~2 s  (Supplementary Figure S6). These reaction characteristics 

332 are essentially the same as those for the reaction of free FMNH– with oxygen [43], indicating that 

333 the His45Ala variant does not bind the FMNH– under the conditions employed. Therefore, the 

334 FMNH– binding properties of the His45Ala variant were examined to compare with those of the 

335 wild-type enzyme. The Kd value of FMNH– binding to His45Ala variant was calculated to be 

336 370±10 M, which was approximately 58-fold greater than that of the wild-type enzyme 

337 (6.44±0.53 M) (Figure 6A), indicating that the FMNH– binding of the His45Ala variant is 

338 impaired. Molecular dynamics (MD) [44-47] simulations were also carried out using the NAMD 
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339 program [48] to gain insights into the structural features that govern the overall process. The wild-

340 type Lux enzyme structure from the Protein Databank (PDB) with code 3FGC was used in the 

341 analysis [12]. The Lux structure was first solvated in a theoretical box of TIP3P water. The 

342 temperature of the system was increased and the system was equilibrated and further monitored 

343 for 12 ns. For the His45Ala, the three-dimensional structure of the variant was created using 

344 CHARMM and a similar MD analysis was carried out as for the wild-type enzyme. The data of 

345 the wild-type enzyme were used to measure the distance between an alpha carbon of His44 and 

346 the N1 position of FMNH– (CA(His44)-ND1(FMNH–)). The MD simulations data indicate that the 

347 CA(His44)-ND1(FMNH–) (Figure 6B) distances increase during 12 ns MD simulations for 

348 His45Ala, while those of wild-type did not increase. Snapshots of the wild-type and His45Ala 

349 during 12 ns MD simulations are depicted in Figure 6C and 6D, respectively. Furthermore, the 

350 distances of the alpha carbons of His44 and Tyr110 (CA(His44)-CA(Tyr110)) and the alpha 

351 carbons of His44 and Glu88 (CA(His44)-CA(Glu88)) of the wild-type enzyme (8-10.0 Å) are more 

352 stable and closer for the wild-type than that of His45Ala (9.5-10.5 Å) (Supplementary Figure S7). 

353 These results indicate that FMNH–  is bound more stably in wild-type Lux than in the His45Ala 

354 variant. The longer distance between FMNH–  and active site residues in the His45Ala would cause 

355 more fluctuation in the flavin binding which may lower binding affinity and cause the losing of 

356 FMNH– binding (high Kd of the binding). These results are consistent with the experimental data 

357 reported above (Figure 6). 

358 Discussion

359 This report has elucidated the protonation status of Lux flavin C4a-OOH intermediates 

360 during the course of the catalytic reaction. It has identified the essential role of His44 in controlling 

361 the deprotonation of the flavin C4a-OOH for chemical catalysis plus the role of His45 for FMNH– 

362 binding. The results also indicate that the first intermediate formed upon reacting oxygen with 

363 Lux:FMNH– is flavin C4a-OOH that deprotonates to form C4a-OO–, which is required for light 

364 emission. Understanding how the protonation of flavin C4a-OOH can be controlled is important 

365 for fine tuning the activity of nucleophilic or electrophilic monooxygenases. 

366 The protonation status of Lux flavin C4a-adduct intermediates can be identified using the 

367 changes of spectroscopic properties. Different protonation states of flavin C4a-OOH result in 

368 different wavelength maxima. Previously, it was shown that C4a-OO– in some systems has a 

369 shorter max than that of the flavin C4a-OOH [34, 29, 49-50]. In CHMO, the first intermediate 
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370 detected is the deprotonated form with max around 366 nm which then interconverts with the rate 

371 constant of 3 s-1 to an intermediate with max of 383 nm assigned as flavin C4a-OOH [34]. The Lux 

372 reaction was different from the CHMO reaction in that the first intermediate formed was the flavin 

373 C4a-OOH. Deprotonation of this species is most likely required for the C4a-adduct to attack the 

374 aldehyde and produce the acid and the excited state flavin hydroxide necessary for light emission. 

375 His44 was shown to be important for this deprotonation to occur. The max of flavin C4a-OOH 

376 species in siderophore-associated flavin monooxygenase [49], ornithine hydroxylase [50], phenol 

377 hydroxylase [51], and 3-hydroxybenzoate-6-hydroxylase were also found to be pH dependent [52]. 

378 The Lux flavin C4a-OOH intermediate pKa was determined to be 7.7-8.1 (Figure 1C and 

379 2B). This value is comparable to the pKa value assigned for deprotonation of flavin C4a-OOH in 

380 the CHMO reaction as 8.4 [34]. However, in electrophilic monooxygenases, e.g., p-HPA 

381 hydroxylase, the acid/base pKa is thought to be as high as 9.8. This enables these flavin-dependent 

382 monooxygenases to keep the reactive form of the C4a-flavin intermediate over a wide range of pH 

383 for electrophilic substitution [29, 42]. Because His44 is an important residue for facilitating 

384 deprotonation of the flavin C4a-OOH, it is possible that a pKa of 7.7-8.1 is associated with the pKa 

385 of His44 (Figure 7), in which the imidazole ring gets protonated by abstracting the proton from 

386 flavin C4a-OOH. However, the pH-activity profile for light emission of Lux was bell-shaped with 

387 an optimum pH around 7 (Supplementary Figure S2), suggesting that other dissociable protons 

388 and stabilization of protein structures are also important for light emission. In addition, in the pH-

389 activity profile experiment, the presence of aldehyde in the enzyme active site may also influence 

390 the pKa of the flavin C4a-OOH intermediate and the dissociable groups related to the steps of 

391 nucleophilic attack, the formation of flavin C4a-peroxyhemiacetal and O-O bond breaking to 

392 generate excited C4a-hydroxyflavin to liberate light.

393 We propose that the function of His44 is to abstract a proton to generate the flavin C4a-

394 OO–, making the intermediate ready for participating in the nucleophilic attack on the aldehyde 

395 substrate (Figure 7). The replacement of a potential active site base in the His44Asp variant could 

396 not restore the activity (Table 1). Apparently, the aspartate residue is too acidic to abstract the 

397 hydroperoxide proton. Thus, without the imidazole ring in the His44 variants, the C4a-intermediate 

398 remains as the flavin C4a-OOH and is unable to react with aldehyde to generate the excited C4a-

399 hydroxyflavin and acid product. This is firmly supported by the finding of drastically reduced 

400 bioluminescence with essentially no conversion of aldehyde to acid in the His44Ala variant of Lux 
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401 from V. harveyi [37]. Our results are also in accordance with a previous report where it was 

402 suggested that His44 in the Lux active site functions as a catalytic acid in providing a proton for 

403 the first flavin C4a-OOH formation [33]. For the formation rates of flavin C4a-OOH in the His44 

404 mutants are 4-5-fold slower than that of the wild-type. However, because the flavin C4a-OOH 

405 does form in the His44 variants suggests that in the absence of His44, a proton from His45 or from 

406 the outside environment may protonate the flavin intermediate [29]. Coupling the present results 

407 and those from the MD calculations [33], the active site His44 in Lux may function to shuttle 

408 protons by first providing a proton during the flavin C4a-OOH formation and then abstracting a 

409 proton back to form the flavin C4a-OO–.

410 The pH-rate dependence of H2O2 elimination from the C4a adduct of Lux also suggests 

411 that in the His44 variants, the protonated flavin C4a-OOH exists throughout the range of pH 

412 investigated because the rate of H2O2 elimination increases with increasing pH similar to the cases 

413 of other enzymes that are known to have their intermediates protonated (C2 [41-42] and P2O [31, 

414 40]). As the terminal -OOH in flavin C4a-OOH in these systems can serve as a proper leaving 

415 group, the increased pH facilitates H2O2 elimination by increasing the rate of N5-H dissociation 

416 (Scheme II) [40-41, 53]. For the reaction of wild-type Lux, the pH-rate profile of H2O2 elimination 

417 is different because the lower pKa of the flavin C4a-OOH favors the C4a-OO– form (or possibly 

418 the higher pKa of the His44). Possibly, the hydrophobic environment provided by Leu41 and Leu42 

419 close to proposed flavin C4a-OO– might help to stabilize this form of intermediate [12]. 

420  Although located nearby, His45 is also important for the Lux light emitting reaction but 

421 with a different role. Experimental results and MD simulations of FMNH– binding have indicated 

422 the importance of His45 for flavin binding. The previously reported results of His45 variants also 

423 agree well with our current data. Changing of His45 to Cys, Gln, or Ser residues in Lux from V. 

424 harveyi resulted in a dark phenotype of the enzyme [39]. In the crystal structure, the His45 residue 

425 was found to form a H-bond with Glu88 from the β-subunit located in the subunit interface [13]. 

426 The interaction of the amino acids at the , subunit interface is crucial for the light reaction. The 

427 disruption of the H-bond interaction in the His45Ala variant could affect the active conformation 

428 of the α-subunit to impair the FMNH– binding, and this would prevent catalysis and light emission. 

429 In conclusion, we have shown that the reaction of Lux:FMNH– with O2 forms flavin C4a-

430 OOH as the first intermediate, and the deprotonation process that is controlled by His44 takes 

431 place to generate the active intermediate flavin C4a-OO–.. The understanding of how the 
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432 deprotonation of flavin C4a-OOH can be affected is important for future rational enzyme-

433 engineering to fine- tune reactivities of nucleophilic or electrophilic flavoprotein 

434 monooxygenases.

435

436 Materials and Methods

437 Chemicals and reagents

438 All laboratory reagents used were analytical grade. High purity FMN was obtained by hydrolysis 

439 of FAD with snake venom phosphodiesterase according to the method described in [54]. All 

440 chromatographic media were from GE Healthcare (Bronx, NY, USA). The molecular reagents 

441 were from New England Biolab (Ipswich, MA, USA). The extinction coefficients at pH 7.0 of the 

442 following compounds were used for determining their concentrations; NADH 340 = 6.22 mM-1cm-

443 1; FMN 450 = 12.2 mM-1cm-1; flavin-dependent reductase from Acinetobacter baumannii, C1 450 

444 = 12.8 mM-1cm-1, Lux (wild-type and mutants)  280 = 79.6 mM-1cm-1.

445

446 Site-directed mutagenesis

447  Site-directed mutagenesis to create His44 and His45 variants was performed using the 

448 QuickChange II Site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The 

449 pET11a plasmid carrying Lux from V. campbellii wild-type (pET11a-Lux) was used as a template 

450 for mutagenic PCR using the GeneAmp PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). 

451 The sequences were confirmed by DNA sequencing (Macrogen Inc., Seoul, Korea).

452

453 Protein expression and purification 

454 The plasmid pET11a-Lux carrying the wild-type and mutants genes were transformed into 

455 E. coli BL(21)DE3 to overexpress the proteins.  The procedures for overexpression and 

456 purification of proteins were carried out according to methods described in [21].

457

458 Enzyme assays

459 The luciferase assay was carried out by coupling the Lux reaction with the reduction of 

460 FMN by the flavin reductase of p-HPA hydroxylase from A. baumannii (C1) [55].  A rapid-mixing 

461 apparatus (Model SFA-20, TgK Scientific, UK) was used to mix the reaction components at 25 ºC 

462 before light emission was monitored over time using a spectrofluorometer (Cary Eclipse, Varian 
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463 Inc., Australia). Light emission was measured at 490 nm with a slit width of 5 nm. The assays 

464 included 20 M FMN, 100 M HPA, 2 M Lux, 2-4 M C1, 100 M NADH, and 40 M 

465 dodecanal (freshly prepared in methanol) and were conducted in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer 

466 pH 7.0. The enzyme activity was presented as total light emission calculated from the peak area 

467 underneath the emission trace using arbitrary units. The effect of pH on light emission of Lux was 

468 investigated by assaying enzyme (4 µM) activity in 50 mM buffer at pH 5.5-10. Sodium acetate 

469 buffer was used for maintaining pH 5.5, sodium phosphate buffer for pH 6.0–8.0, Tris–H2SO4 

470 buffer for pH 8.5 and glycine–NaOH for pH 9–10.

471

472  

473 Transient kinetics studies of the Lux reaction 

474 Transient kinetics studies were performed using a stopped-flow spectrophotometer (Model 

475 300E, TgK Scientific, UK) in single mixing mode with a 1 cm optical path length observation cell. 

476 Flow-path of the stopped-flow apparatus was made anaerobic by flushing the system with 

477 anaerobic buffer and replacing with an oxygen scrubbing solution overnight. The scrubbing 

478 solution was either a solution of 400 μM protocatechuic acid (PCA) and 1 μg/ml protocatechuic 

479 acid dioxygenase (PCD) from Burkholderia cepacia [56] or a solution of 5 mg/ml sodium 

480 dithionite in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0. Before performing experiments, the flow-

481 path was thoroughly washed with an anaerobic solution of working buffer. The anaerobic solution 

482 of Lux:FMNH–  (160 μM Lux from V. campbellii and 32 μM FMN) in 10 mM sodium phosphate 

483 buffer pH 7.0 was prepared in an  anaerobic glove box (Belle Technology, England) by reducing 

484 the FMN with aliquots of 10 mM sodium dithionite (in 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 8.0) 

485 and monitoring spectrophotometrically. The solution was then transferred into a glass tonometer 

486 before being loaded onto the stopped-flow instrument. The anaerobic solution containing 

487 Lux:FMNH– in the first syringe was mixed with an equal volume of a solution containing oxygen 

488 (air-saturated concentration, 0.26 mM) in various pH buffers (100 mM sodium phosphate buffer 

489 pH 6.0-7.0, 100 mM Tris-H2SO4 buffer pH 7.5-8.5, and 100 mM glycine-NaOH pH 9.0-10.5). The 

490 reactions were monitored using photomultiplier detection to monitor absorbance changes at 380 

491 and 450 nm. Observed rate constants for flavin C4a-OOH intermediate formation and H2O2 

492 elimination at various pH values were calculated from the absorbance changes occurring over time 

493 at 380 and 450 nm. A pKa value that is associated with the conversion between protonated and 
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494 deprotonated forms of flavin C4a-OOH was determined by correlating the spectral characteristics 

495 of flavin C4a-OOH and flavin C4a-OO– as a function of pH. In these latter experiment spectra of 

496 intermediates at various pH values were monitored by a diode array detector attached in the 

497 stopped flow spectrophotometer. Light emission kinetics were performed by mixing Lux:FMNH– 

498 with an air saturated buffer containing 40 µM decanal. Light was monitored by the photomultiplier 

499 tube attached to the stopped-flow spectrophotometers with lamp off mode. Kinetic data were 

500 analyzed using Program A which was developed by C.J. Chiu, R. Chang, J. Diverno, and D.P. 

501 Ballou at the University of Michigan. Specific details of individual experiments are described in 

502 figure legends and in the text.

503

504 FMNH– binding properties

505 The determination of FMNH– binding properties of Lux enzyme was employed according to 

506 methods described in [18]. In brief, an anaerobic FMNH– solution (7 M)  in 50 mM sodium 

507 phosphate pH 8.0 was mixed with air-saturated buffer containing various concentrations of Lux 

508 (0-250 M) at 4oC in the stopped-flow spectrophotometer. The reoxidation of FMNH– was 

509 monitored by absorbance at 446 nm. The fractions of enzyme-bound FMNH– used for Kd value 

510 calculations were obtained from the differences of the amplitude changes of the absorbance 446 

511 nm between the reactions in the absence and presence of the Lux enzyme.

512

513 Computational details

514 A three-dimensional model of Lux was obtained from the Protein Databank (PDB:3FGC) [11]. 

515 This structure is a crystal structure of the Lux co-crystallized with FMN, at a resolution of 2.3 Å. 

516 Hydrogen atoms of amino acid residues were added according to the results from the PROPKA 

517 program [40]. The atom types in the topology files were assigned on the basis of the 

518 CHARMM27 parameter set [41]. The structure of the Lux enzyme was theoretically solvated in 

519 a cubic box of TIP3P water extending at least 15 Å in each direction from the solute. Dimensions 

520 of the solvated system were  88 x 116 x 102 Å. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were 

521 carried out using NAMD program [42-44]. The simulations were started by minimizing 

522 hydrogen atom positions for 3,000 steps followed by water minimization for 6000 steps. The 

523 system water was heated to 300 K for 5 ps and then equilibrated for 15 ps. The whole system 

524 was minimized for 10,000 steps and heated to 300 K for 20 ps. After that, the entire system was 
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525 equilibrated for 180 ps and followed by a production stage for 12 ns. To investigate the role of 

526 His45 in enzyme catalysis, molecular modeling of the His45Ala variant was also carried out. The 

527 same procedure as applied to the wild-type enzyme was applied to the His45Ala variant. 

528 Distances between atoms of alpha carbons of His44 (CA(His44)) and the C4a position of 

529 FMNH– (C4A(FMNH–)), CA(His44) and the N1 position of FMNH– (ND1(FMNH–)), or the 

530 CA(His44) and alpha carbons of Glu88 (CA(Glu88)) during the MD simulations were measured.
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709 Figure S3. Kinetic traces of the reaction of reduced His44Ala Lux with oxygen at 4 °C and pH 

710 7.0 as monitored at 380 nm.

711 Figure S4. The reaction of Lux:FMNH– (His44Asn) with oxygen at various pH values.

712 Figure S5. The reaction of Lux:FMNH– (His44Asp) with oxygen at various pH values.

713 Figure S6. The reaction of Lux:FMNH– (His45Ala) with oxygen.

714 Figure S7. Distances between selected residues of wild-type and His45Ala mutant monitored by 

715 12 ns MD simulations of the Lux:FMNH– complex.

716

717

718

719

720

721

722

723 Figure legends

724 Scheme I The reaction mechanism of Lux proceeds via formation of flavin-C4a-OOH 

725 intermediates.

726

727 Scheme II Different protonation states of flavin-C4a-OOH intermediates and the elimination of 

728 H2O2 from the flavin-C4a-OOH to form oxidized flavin and H2O2.

729

730 Fig. 1. (A) An active site of Lux with oxidized FMN bound (PDB:3FGC) created by PyMOL 

731 program shows the conserved His44 located near the C4a position of the isoalloxazine ring. (B) 

732 The kinetic traces monitored at 380 nm of the reaction of reduced wild-type Lux (Lux:FMNH–) 

733 and oxygen at various pH values. Solutions of 80 μM Lux and 16 μM FMNH– in 10 mM sodium 

734 phosphate buffer pH 7.0 were mixed with oxygen (0.13 mM) in buffers at various pH values at 4 

735 °C. Concentrations are given as final concentrations after mixing. (C) A plot of absorbance 380 

736 nm changes observed at 0.01 s from (B) versus final pH. A pKa value of 7.7±0.17 was calculated 

737 from three replicate experiments and presented as mean±standard deviation.

738
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739 Fig. 2. Spectra of the flavin C4a-OOH of wild-type Lux reaction at various pH values. Solutions 

740 of 80 μM Lux and 16 μM FMNH– in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 were mixed with a 

741 buffer containing oxygen (0.13 mM) at various pH values at 4°C. Intermediate spectra were 

742 recorded by a diode array detector on the stopped-flow spectrophotometer. (A) Spectra of the 

743 flavin C4a-OOH of the wild-type Lux at final pH of 7.0 were detected at different time points. (B) 

744 The spectra of the flavin C4a-OOH monitored at 0.01 s at various reaction pH values. Inset of (B) 

745 A plot of absorption at 370 nm of (B) versus pH shows that the observed species is associated with 

746 a pKa of 8.10.2. The reactions were performed in triplicate and presented as mean±standard 

747 deviation.

748 Fig. 3. Comparison of the kinetics observed at pH 8 of both the absorbance at 380 nm and light 

749 emission. Kinetic traces were obtained from single turnover reactions of Lux:FMNH– (80 µM Lux 

750 and 16 µM FMNH–) reacting with oxygen in air-saturated buffers containing 20 M decanal at 

751 4oC. The reaction was monitored at absorbance 380 nm (blue line) and light emission was detected 

752 by a photomultiplier tube attached to the stopped-flow instrument (purple line). The spectrum at 

753 0.005 s corresponds to the flavin C4a-OOH intermediate of 385 nm. During this period, no light 

754 is generated. As the 385 nm intermediate gradually deprotonates to form the flavin C4a-OO– with 

755 a max  of 375 nm, light emission begins as the flavin C4a-OO– reacts with the aldehyde substrate 

756 resulting in formation of the light-emitting excited state flavin C4a-hydroxide. 

757

758 Fig. 4. (A) Lux:FMNH– and oxygen reaction of His44Ala at various pH values. (A) Solutions of 

759 80 μM Lux His44Ala and 16 μM FMNH– in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 were mixed 

760 with oxygen (0.13 mM after mixing) containing buffers at various pH values at 4°C. (B) Spectra 

761 of the flavin C4a-OOH of His44Ala at final pH of 7.0 were detected at various time points. (C) 

762 Spectra of the flavin C4a-OOH at 0.005 s at various reaction pHs. Inset of C, same as (C) except 

763 that it shows the reaction at pH 6.2 (black) and 9.8 (green). 

764

765 Fig. 5. Dependence on pH of observed rate constants for elimination of H2O2 from the flavin C4a-

766 OOH to form oxidized FMN for wild-type (filled circles) and His44 mutants (empty squares, 

767 His44Ala; empty circles, His44Asp; empty triangles, His44Asn). The reactions were carried out 

768 in triplicate and presented as mean±standard deviation.
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769 Fig. 6. Results from FMNH– binding experiments of wild-type and His45Ala Luxs. The Kd values 

770 were calculated to be 6.44±0.53 M and 370±10 M, respectively (A). The binding reactions were 

771 performed in triplicate and presented as mean±standard deviation.  Comparison of the distances 

772 obtained from MD simulations between wild-type and His45Ala of CA(His44)-ND1(FMNH–) in 

773 (B). Snapshots obtained during 12 ns MD simulations of Lux wild-type (C) and His45Ala (D) with 

774 FMNH– show relative movements of the position of residues in the enzyme active sites. The 

775 pictures in (C) and (D) were created by PyMOL program. 

776

777 Fig. 7. His44 functions as a key catalytic residue to facilitate the formation of the light active 

778 intermediate of flavin C4a-OO–  in the Lux reaction. The intermediate is first generated as the 

779 protonated flavin C4a-OOH, which is a light-inactive intermediate, as it cannot react with an 

780 aldehyde. The active site His44 residue abstracts the hydroperoxide proton to generate the light 

781 active flavin C4a-OO–, which nucleophilically attacks decanal, allowing the ensuing 

782 bioluminescence reaction.

783

784

785

786

787

788

789

790

791

792 Table

793 Table 1 The total light emission in Lux wild-type and mutant enzymes 

Enzyme Total light emission 

(arbitrary unit)

Relative activity 

(%)

Wild-type 2.82±0.016 100

His44Ala 0.04±0.010 1.56

His44Asp 0.06±0.003 2.12

His44Asn 0.06±0.008 A2.20
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His45Ala 0.05±0.003 1.73

His44Ala/His45Ala 0.04±0.001 1.95

794
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